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1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The City of Birmingham is the largest population and economic center in the State of Alabama. With 
its history rooted in the railroad and industrial sectors, Birmingham grew around these activities as 
it evolved into the economic engine for central Alabama.  While much of Birmingham’s residential 
housing stock was built during the post-World War II housing boom, housing construction has 
continued within the suburban fringes of the City as well as through infill and redevelopment efforts.   
Much of Birmingham’s housing construction trends have been focused on multi-family construction 
in the last several decades. The 2008 national economic recession and housing market crisis 
significantly slowed housing construction in Birmingham, though recent trends are positive.  
Increased financial regulations and lower household incomes have further impacted the housing 
market by restricting the buying power of perspective homeowners.  This has also affected a 
homeowner’s ability to sell their property. Current median home property valuations for the City of 
Birmingham are estimated at $127,122. 

Birmingham’s Northeast Framework Plan Area, consisting of the East Pinson Valley, Cahaba, 
Huffman, and Roebuck-South East Lake communities, are characterized as well-established areas. 
According to U.S. Census figures, there were approximately 19,106 housing units in the Northeast 
Area of Birmingham in 2000. By 2010 this had increased to 20,135, an increase of 1,029 (5.4%). 
Much of this increase is due to residential construction activities largely concentrated in the Cahaba 
Community, primarily along Sicard Hollow Road and Cahaba Valley Road. In 2015, it is estimated 
that the total housing inventory has increased to 20,865 units. The Northeast Area has added over 
700 newly constructed housing units since 2010, an average of 146 units per year (see Table 1.1). 

TABLE 1.1: Housing Units in Northeast Area (2000 - 2015) 

Year Total Units Numeric 
Growth 

Percent 
Growth 

2000 19,106 - - 

2010 20,135 1,029 5.4% 

2015 20,865 730 3.6% 

 

Based on residential housing construction permit data reported by the U.S. Department of Housing 
and Urban Development (HUD), construction of new housing units in the City of Birmingham has 
historically been dominated by multi-family housing (see Figure 1.1).  Since 1980, 64% of the housing 
permits issued were for multi-family construction while 36% for single family units. Housing 
construction trends in the Northeast Area reflect this trend (see Figure 1.2). Estimates indicate that 
87% of new residential construction in the Northeast Area was for multi-family units while just 13% 
were for single family units.   
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FIGURE 1.1: City of Birmingham Residential Building Permits, 1980 - 2014 

 

 

FIGURE 1.2: Northeast Area Residential Building Permits, 2010 - 2015 
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FIGURE 1.3: Northeast Framework Plan Area Residential Construction Locations, 2010 – 2015 
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1.2 NORTHEAST AREA DENSITY AND LAND 
USE 
Gross housing unit density, the number of residential housing units per total acreage of the Northeast 
Area, has slightly increased since 2000. In 2000, the housing unit density in the Northeast Area was 
0.66 units per acre, and by 2015 the density increased to 0.72 units per acre.  The low gross density 
is due to the large areas of undeveloped and conservation properties associated with the 
Birmingham Water Works in and around Lake Purdy as well as Ruffner Mountain Park. Net housing 
unit density, a calculation of total residential units per total residential acreage used within the 
Northeast Area, is currently 3.2 units per acre. Over the last several years, the majority of residential 
construction has been multi-unit attached housing in the form of apartment complexes and small 
multiplex developments. 

As of 2015, an estimated 49% of the land acreage in the Northeast Area is zoned for residential use. 
However, less than half of all residentially zoned land is developed. The majority of undeveloped 
residential property is zoned for estate.  Of the residentially used zoned land, an estimated 95% is 
used for single family homes (about 7% of this large lot homes), and just 5% is in multifamily 
(apartments, duplex and condos) use. Some commercially zoned land contains residential uses as 
well. About 70% of all residential properties are zoned for medium and high density housing units. 

Medium density R2 residential zoning is the most prevalent residential zoning type. Much of the R2 
zoning includes the Roebuck, Huffman, Spring Lake, and Echo Highlands neighborhoods. An 
estimated 42% of all housing units in the Northeast Area fall within this zoning classification. High 
density R3 residential zoning, consisting of much of the South Eastlake and Pine Knoll Vista 
neighborhoods, makes up nearly 14% of all residential units. Multiple Family zoning districts make 
up roughly 5% of all residentially zoned land and consist of approximately 15 apartment complexes 
and several multiplex subdivisions.  Multiple Family housing makes up approximately 22% of all 
housing in the Northeast Area.     

Some of the effects of the economic recession on the housing market, in addition to a general 
decline in construction activity overall, was a reduction of homeownership due to increased financial 
regulations in the banking industry.  An increased demand for rental units was a consequence of 
these increased regulations which limited the ability to purchase a home.  Despite a large number 
of apartment units, much of this increased demand was accommodated through an increase in the 
number of owner-occupied units being converted into rental properties.  Additionally, with average 
rental rates in excess of $700 per month and rental rates increasing at an average of 1.75% annually 
since 2010, demand for additional multifamily units may have been reduced due to financial 
limitations and/or by more convenient multifamily options made available by recent apartment 
construction elsewhere in the region.  Despite these cause and effects, an increase in demand for 
affordable multifamily units should be expected in the future in the Northeast Area.  

The comparative housing type composition between the Northeast Framework Plan Area, the State 
of Alabama, the Birmingham-Hoover Metropolitan Statistical Area, and Jefferson County reinforces 
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the urbanized nature of the Northeast Area despite the prevalence of single family detached homes 
(see Figure 1.4).  Though this prevalence exists, the Northeast Area has a much higher percent share 
of multi-family housing units than its comparatives, and it contains no mobile home units, a housing 
type more common in rural areas. This is likley a symptom of depressed property values due to an 
older housing stock and a general lack of investment potential for additional single family unit 
developments. In order for housing demand to increase, an adequate supply of alternative housing 
types must be available in terms of affordability.  The housing unit composition in the Northeast Area 
is likley to change in the future with added multiplex and townhome developments, but the change 
will be modest.  Demand for single family detached housing will still dominate the local housing 
market, though new single family housing construction will likley primarily occur within the context of 
mixed use developments.   

FIGURE 1.4: Comparison of Housing Units by Type 

 

A comparative assessment of residential housing types by zoning classification was conducted in 
order to determine the estimated quantities and percent share of existing units within the Northeast 
Area. This comparison identifies predominate housing characteristics and can be compared against 
estimated housing costs and income. As shown in, Figure 1.5, Medium Density R2 housing units 
make up the largest share of residential units in the Northeast Area. These units are primarily located 
on one-quarter acre lots (10,000 square feet) and are generally no larger than 1,600 square feet in 
size. Most have been constructed as part of the post-World War II housing boom within the City in 
the late 1950’s and 1960’s. 
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FIGURE 1.5: Residential Housing Types by Zoning Classification in The Northeast Area 

 

The majority of residentially zoned land in Birmingham’s Northeast Framework Plan Area has been 
constructed as medium density housing. These housing units account for nearly 42% of the total 
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TABLE 1.2: Residential Zoning Types as a Percentage of Residential Land in the Northeast Area 

Zoning Type Min. Lot 
Area 

Estimated 
Units 

% Of Total 
Units 

% Of All 
Residential Land % Utilized 

A1 - Agriculture 1 Acres 20 0.1% 14.5% 2.3% 

A2 - Agriculture 15,000 SF 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

E1 - Estate 0.5 Acres 385 1.8% 13.0% 22.4% 

R1 – Low Density 15,000 SF 1,460 7.0% 13.3% 38.2% 

R2 – Medium 
Density 10,000 SF 8,652 41.5% 43.9% 58.4% 

R3 – High Density 6,000 SF 2,820 13.5% 8.8% 63.6% 

R4 – Multiple 
Family (Semi-
attached) 

2,500 SF 100 0.5% 0.2% 46.2% 

R4A – Multiple 
Family (Semi-
attached) 

2,000 SF 124 0.6% 0.2% 53.3% 

R5 - Multifamily 2,000 SF 3,267 15.7% 2.9% 41.1% 

R6 – Multifamily 
(4+-stories) 1,000 SF 1,000 4.8% 0.8% 31.9% 

R7 – Multifamily 
(4+-stories) 500 SF 0 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 

R8 – Planned 
Residential 
Development 

- 1,320 6.3% 2.4% 14.3% 

All Other - 1,717 8.2% - - 
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FIGURE 1.6: Percent of Units by Residential Zoning Type 

 

 

FIGURE 1.7: Percent of Residential Acreage by Residential Zoning Type 
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1.3 HOUSING AGE AND VALUATIONS 
Birmingham’s Northeast Area offers a range of housing opportunities for perspective residents.  
The majority of the Northeast’s housing, however, is relatively dated with nearly 68% of all housing 
having been constructed before 1980 (see Figure 1.9).  Just 7% of all housing has been 
constructed since 2000.  While this can add some limitations on a home’s appeal to potential 
buyers from an architectural and maintenance perspective, it can add to a home’s appeal from an 
affordability and investment perspective.  

FIGURE 1.8: Percent of Residential Housing by Year 

 

Figure 1.10 displays the changing percentages of owner-occupied housing units by valuation in 
the Northeast Area.  As shown, 72% of Northeast Area owner-occupied units were valued under 
$100,000 in 2000, but that percentage has declined to 15% by 2015. In 2000, 99% of all owner-
occupied units were valued under $200,000, and by 2015 that percentage had dropped to 72%. 
Additionally, in 2000 just 1% of these units were valued at $200,000 or more. By 2015, 28% of 
owner-occupied units were valued $200,000 or more. This illustrates a rising demand in the 
Northeast Area for higher valued home construction and the rising market value of existing units. 
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FIGURE 1.9: Percentage of Change in Owner-Occupied Housing Units by Value and Year 

 

Recent median home sales by Northeast Area neighborhood, as reported by Trulia Real Estate 
Market Overview data, illustrate a home sales disparity as compared to the City of Birmingham. As 
shown, the median home sales prices within all Northeast Area neighborhoods, with the exception 
of Overton, are below the median sales price of the City of Birmingham (see Figure 1.11). While 
this is indicative of the affordability of area single family homes, it is also indicative of low market 
demand despite increasing property values. 

FIGURE 1.10: Median Home Sales by Northeast Area Neighborhoods 
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1.4 HOUSING VACANCY AND TENURE 
Information regarding rental and owner-occupied vacancy rates and homeownership provides 
useful guidance to evaluate the need for new housing programs and initiatives. Additionally, the 
rental vacancy rate is a component of the index of leading economic indicators and is thereby used 
by the Federal Government and economic forecasters to gauge current economic conditions. 

Rental markets are considered to be stabilized when they have a 5.0% vacancy rate, which promotes 
competitive rents, ensures adequate consumer choice, and allows for unit turnover. Estimates from 
the 2014 US Census ACS (5-Year) data report that the City of Birmingham as a whole had an overall 
rental vacancy rate of 9.9%, down 1.2% from the previous year. This is indicative of a stabilizing 
rental market and a steadying home ownership market. As the economic recession took hold in 2008 
and the housing market became stagnate, many perspective homeowners were not able to 
purchase a home due to increased financial regulations. At the same time, homeowners wishing to 
sell properties could not. Since Birmingham possessed a larger market of available detached units 
for sale, many single family homes were converted to rental units. This alleviated financial burdens 
to homeowners while meeting an increasing demand for rental units. 2015 ESRI estimates report 
that Birmingham’s Northeast Area housing stock is comprised of about 39% rental units and 61% 
owner-occupied units. 

As illustrated in Figure 1.12, rental vacancy rates in both Alabama and the Birmingham-Hoover 
Metropolitan Area have both remained around 9% and both consistently higher than the U.S. 
average. The City of Birmingham, while typically higher than these, experienced a decrease since 
2010. 

FIGURE 1.11: Comparison of Rental Property Vacancy Rates (2010 – 2014) 

 

The vacancy rate for homeowners has remained at fairly low levels over the last several years (see 
Figure 1.13). As reported in the 2014 US Census ACS (5-Year) data, the vacancy rate for 
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and their ability to maintain home ownership costs. The 2012 peak may be due in part to 
adjustments in the housing market whereby homeowners previously unable or unwilling to sell their 
property during the recession were then listing their properties or newly constructed units were 
staying on the market longer. By 2014, the homeowner vacancy rate had decreased to 4.7%. 

FIGURE 1.12: COMPARISON OF HOMEOWNER PROPERTY VACANCY RATES (2010 -  2014) 
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FIGURE 1.13: Estimated Mortgage Cost as a Percent of Household Income, 2010 

 

 

FIGURE 1.14: Estimated Mortgage Cost as a Percent of Household Income, 2014 
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Cost burdens associated with renter households have increased as well. In 2014, Birmingham City 
renter households had a median household income of $21,355 and a median gross rent of $728. 
Between 2010 and 2014, renter-occupied households in Birmingham experienced a median 
household income decrease of 3% while median gross rents increased by 7%. Since renters are 
typically lower income earners, they are at greater risk of spending a larger share of their income 
on housing. Additionally, they also must absorb increasing costs associated with utilities, 
transportation, food, education, and health care. Renters are also more likely than homeowners to 
rely on supplementary income and housing assistance. In Birmingham, over three-quarters of all 
renters earn less than $50,000 annually. The percentage of renter-occupied households that spent 
more than 30% of their income on housing costs increased from 51% in 2010 to 53% in 2014. By 
comparison, an estimated 53% of Northeast Area renters spent more than 30% of their income on 
housing in 2010, and by 2014 an estimated 61% of Northeast Area renters spent in excess of 30% 
of income on housing costs (see Figure 1.15 and Figure 1.16). 

FIGURE 1.15: Estimated Gross Rent as a Percent of Household Income, 2010 
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FIGURE 1.16: Estimated Gross Rent as a Percent of Household Income, 2014 
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FIGURE 1.17: Comparison of Monthly Owner Costs for Housing (2010 – 2014) 
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increasing rental costs in Birmingham, the average amount spent as a percentage of income is 
significantly higher than that of comparable jurisdictions. In 2014 Birmingham City renters spent an 
average of 35% of household income on rent. 

FIGURE 1.18: Comparison of Median Monthly Rental Costs (2010 – 2014) 

 

 

FIGURE 1.19: Average Amount Spent on Rent as a Percentage of Household Income (2010 – 
2014) 
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months). For the purposes of the following tables and calculations, an interest rate of 4.1% and the 
ability to satisfy a 20 percent down payment has been assumed. 

To capture the existing demand-supply balance, the distribution of households and income ranges 
was collected from the 2014 5-Year ACS Census data and housing values were collected from 
property market value data estimated from the 2015 Jefferson County Department of Revenue tax 
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data. Furthermore, the income ranges have been correlated to the income limit thresholds defined 
by HUD for a family of three according to Area Median Incomes (AMI) for both owner-occupied 
and renter- occupied households. This information is meant to identify and highlight the types of 
housing units that are affordable to the residential population within the current housing stock and 
which types of units are under or over-supplied in the city. 

Table 1.3 depicts the distribution of Birmingham’s Northeast Framework Plan Area AMI to the HUD 
Income Limit thresholds and further estimates gross monthly household income. HUD considers 
households earning 30% or less of AMI to be extremely low income, 31% to 50% of AMI to be very 
low income, and 51% to 80% of AMI to be low income. Maximum home and rental prices are 
calculated based on a 30 percent affordability limit on monthly household income expenditures 
towards housing costs. 

TABLE 1.3: Area Median Incomes (AMI) and Expenditures for Owner-Occupied and Renter 
Occupied Housing 

 Owner-Occupied Units Renter-Occupied Units 

HUD 
Thresholds 

AMI 
Maximum 
Income 
Value 

Estimated 
Monthly 
Income 

Maximum 
Home 

Purchase 
Price 

AMI 
Maximum 
Income 
Value 

Estimated 
Monthly 
Income 

Maximum 
Rent Price 

30% Of AMI 
or less $14,291 $1,191 $92,421 $7,255 $605 $181 

31% to 50% $23,818 $1,985 $154,035 $12,092 $1,008 $302 

51% to 80% $38,108 $3,176 $246,457 $19,346 $1,612 $484 

81% to 
100% $47,365 $3,947 $306,325 $24,183 $2,015 $605 

101% to 
120% $57,162 $4,764 $369,685 $29,020 $2,418 $725 

121% or 
more $57,638+ $4,803+ $372,766 $29,261+ $2,438+ $732 

 

Table 1.4 illustrates the total number of owner-occupied households by estimated residential 
property values according to minimum and maximum affordability values. As shown, the estimated 
number of units valued up to $154,035 makes up 87.3% of all Northeast Area owner-occupied 
units. This is consistent with the reported 2015 average residential property value of $113,873 
according to Northeast Area property estimates. The majority of the Northeast Area’s existing 
housing stock is valued within price ranges that would be deemed affordable to households 
earning roughly 50% of AMI or more, falling within the HUD Income Limit threshold defined as very 
low income earners. 
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TABLE 1.4: Number of Owner-Occupied Housing Units by Estimated Residential Property Values , 
2014 

Existing Owner-Occupied Units 

Minimum Property Value Maximum Property Value Total 
Units Percent Units 

$0 $92,241 4,477 41.6% 

$92,242 $154,035 4,911 45.7% 

$154,036 $246,457 1,152 10.7% 

$246,458 $306,325 153 1.4% 

$306,326 $369,685 54 0.5% 

$369,686+ -$- 40 0.4% 

 

Comparing the existing residential housing stock property valuations to existing owner-occupied 
incomes according to HUD Income Limit thresholds further illustrates the availability of affordable 
housing in Birmingham’s Northeast Framework Plan Area. Housing demand is defined as a 
representation of housing income. Additionally, the resulting gap analysis provides insight as to 
the future demand of housing based on incomes. In general, the existing supply of housing units 
provides enough housing for households earning 50% of AMI or less. As seen in Table 1.5, there is 
a surplus of units in the Northeast Area that are affordable to households earning $23,683 or less. 
However, there is a shortage for housing of higher values that meets the maximum affordability for 
households earning more than 51% of AMI. While many of these households choose housing that 
is below their maximum affordability to allow for increased spending on other needs, others might 
prefer a greater range of housing options that allows them to maximize their affordable housing 
value. 
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TABLE 1.5: Owner-Occupied Housing GAP Analysis, 2014 

 
Units – Housing Supply Income – Housing Demand GAP Analysis 

Thresholds Minimum 
Value 

Maximum 
Value Units % Of 

Units 
Threshold 
Minimum 

Threshold 
Maximum 

Households 
Within 

Threshold 

% 
Households 

Within 
Threshold 

Surplus/ 
(Shortage) 

Supply as a % 
of Affordability 

30% Of AMI or 
less $0 $92,241 4,477 41.6% $0 $14,291 785 7.3% 3,692 570.3% 

31% to 50% $92,242 $154,035 4,911 45.7% $14,292 $23,683 1,276 11.9% 3,635 384.9% 

51% to 80% $154,036 $246,457 1,152 10.7% $23,684 $38,108 2,074 19.3% (922) 55.5% 

81% to 100% $246,458 $306,325 153 1.4% $38,109 $47,365 1,282 11.9% (1,129) 11.9% 

101% to 120% $306,326 $369,685 54 0.5% $47,366 $57,162 1,467 13.6% (1,413) 3.7% 

121% or more $369,686  40 0.4% $57,163  3,871 36.0% (3,831) 1.0% 

 

When the existing rental valuations are compared to rental household incomes, a more significant 
disparity can be observed. Given the number of apartment units, most of the Northeast Area’s 
rental housing is apartment properties. Single family homes typically possess more livable square 
footage and therefore command higher rental rates, but fewer exist in the Northeast Area. As the 
data shows in Table 1.6, there are estimated to be about 159 rental units affordable to renter 
households who earn 50% or less of the HUD defined AMI limits, or households whose maximum 
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affordability is limited to $302 per month on household costs. There is existing opportunity for 
1,616 units that meet this affordability level. In contrast to the lower income thresholds, there is an 
oversupply of rental units for householders who spend in excess of 100% AMI. 

TABLE 1.6: Rental- Occupied Housing GAP Analysis 

 
Rental Units – Housing Supply Income – Housing Demand GAP Analysis 

Thresholds Minimum 
Rent 

Maximum 
Rent Units % of 

Units 
Threshold 
Minimum 

Threshold 
Maximum 

Households 
Within 

Threshold 

% 
Households 

Within 
Threshold 

Surplus/ 
(Shortage) 

Supply as a 
% Of 

Demand 

30% of AMI or 
less $0 $181 0 0.0% $0 $7,255 1,099 16.1% (1,099) 0.0% 

31% to 50% $182 $302 159 2.4% $7,256 $12,092 676 9.9% (517) 23.5% 

51% to 80% $303 $484 367 5.5% $12,093 $19,346 976 14.3% (609) 37.6% 

81% to 100% $485 $605 695 10.4% $19,347 $24,183 785 11.5% (90) 88.5% 

101% to 120% $606 $725 1,607 24.0% $24,184 $29,020 594 8.7% 1,013 270.5% 

121% or more $726  $3,877 57.8% $29,021  2,696 39.5% 1,181 143.8% 
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1.6 STRATEGIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations are specific to housing and residential development opportunities 
including regulatory and policy strategies for implementation. The recommendations are intended 
to address existing and future housing needs in order to provide an adequate supply of housing 
choices in Birmingham’s Northeast Framework Plan Area.  

Trends show that residential growth will need to be encouraged in the Northeast. The current 
undeveloped residential land supply located within the corporate limits, estimated at about 4,000 
acres, appears adequate to accommodate any future demand, especially if higher density 
developments are encouraged in appropriate areas. With a finite supply of developable land and 
limited annexation options, it is necessary that Birmingham ensure that its housing policies support 
its current and future needs. 

• Increase Efficient Land Use 

o Update the City Future Land Use Map to maximize land use efficiency. The update will 
be an opportunity to identify priority areas and to resolve any conflicts between planned 
uses and current zoning. It is also an opportunity to coordinate future land uses with 
future transportation and infrastructure investments, capital improvement projects, and 
economic development plans. 

o Develop and maintain an inventory of vacant and buildable land. Such available 
properties, including those identified as tax delinquent, can be used in conjunction with 
future development plans and used as a tool in updating the Future Land Use Map. 

o Identify opportunities to allow for higher density development where appropriate. 
Combine higher density residential within mixed developments and uses to encourage 
commercial development by placing job opportunities in proximity to work forces. 

• Increase the Supply of Buildable Land 

o Phase infrastructure expansions into larger land holdings. Development cannot occur 
without roads and utility infrastructure. The coordination with property owners of 
phased expansions will help ensure that appropriate infrastructure is being provided to 
allow these areas to be built at a proper pace and at a level necessary for the use of 
the property. 

• Promote Rehabilitation and Redevelopment 

o Encourage infill and more compact housing in appropriate areas to provide more 
housing choice options to residents with limited incomes. This strategy should include 
stakeholders who could participate in redevelopment efforts through the identification 
of tools, funding sources, and specific sites. Infill can bring more homes closer to jobs 
and can provide added support to local businesses and retailers. 
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o Utilize redevelopment in residential, non-residential, and mixed use structures to 
address market demand for underrepresented housing types within the existing 
housing stock. Redevelopment that increases the supply of higher density housing, 
especially closer to the downtown and retail corridors, can provide specified housing 
needs while increasing labor participation and revitalizing weakening commercial 
areas.  

o Review, revise, and adopt regulatory tools such as the zoning ordinance, subdivision 
regulations, design and construction guidelines, and form-based codes that will 
promote and expedite redevelopment efforts. The inclusion of residential uses in 
selected commercial areas and the provision of density bonuses and parking 
reductions for mixed use projects should be considered. 

o Utilize redevelopment agreements to create partnerships with developers. Such 
agreements are useful when some added allowances are provided to the developer in 
exchange for a specified amenity. 

o Leverage available federal funding programs for redevelopment such as CDBG, New 
Market tax credits, HUD loan programs, EDA programs, historic rehabilitation tax 
credits, and other federal funding sources to provide additional resources for a variety 
of projects. 

o Encourage property maintenance and aesthetic appeal through a City Beautification 
Program. An integral part of revitalization and neighborhood stability is physical 
appearance. Through formal recognition of public and private beautification efforts, 
Birmingham communities can improve and enhance its image.  

o Utilize and promote community engagement and investment with area anchor 
institutions such as UAB, Jefferson State Community College, St. Vincent’s Hospital, 
and local public/private schools. These institutions have a shared interest with the 
communities, and they can play a key role in area revitalization efforts through 
academia, research opportunities, employment and workforce development, and 
infrastructure development.  

• Promote Quality Developments 

o Encourage any future large scale multifamily developments to be built as a component 
within Planned Development Districts (PDD) and smaller scale multifamily 
developments permitted within Mixed Use Districts (MXD). Higher densities in such 
areas will provide financial support to the commercial components and add vibrancy to 
the development. 

o Discourage or eliminate use of single district multifamily zoning in order to avoid 
isolated high density developments along the city’s fringe. High density and compact 
residential should be focused near commercial centers and the downtown. 
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o Consider amending the current commercial zoning classifications to disallow 
residential development without any commercial components. 

o Create a sidewalk inventory and develop a sidewalk plan to prioritize maintenance and 
new construction projects to ensure adequate linkages. Continue the requirement of 
sidewalk construction in residential developments. Ensure that all sidewalks meet ADA 
requirements. 

o Consider the requirement of pocket parks in residential developments. Pocket parks 
are typically ¼ acre to one acre in size and can be required for larger housing 
developments and/or higher density developments at an appropriate ratio to units, i.e., 
1 for every 300 units. Maintenance can be provided through an agreement with the city 
as dedicated public park space or through a home owners association.  

o Consider requiring or incentivizing the construction and use of rear alleyways in higher 
density residential developments. Rear alley parking limits vehicle parking on 
residential roads and in front of homes. It also restricts utility and garbage pick-up 
access to the rear of the homes providing greater visual appeal from public roads. 

o Plan for appropriate roadway connectivity and discourage the overdevelopment of cul-
de-sacs. An interconnected grid street network is preferable to conventional suburban 
street networks where dead end streets and cul-de-sacs prevent the flow of traffic. 

o Ensure that larger subdivisions to provide multiple roadway access locations to and 
from the development.  

o Strictly enforce the use of municipal Design and Construction Specifications to provide 
for adequate policies in the design, construction procedures, and quality of materials 
that will be in the best interest of safety, convenience, and prosperity of the city. 

o Utilize the recommendations within the 2014 City of Birmingham Housing and 
Neighborhood Study in order to address affordable housing needs. 
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